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Boundaries of the mantle domains witnessed either Variscan oceanic subductions followed by an underthrusting of
the continental lithosphere, or they predestined future strike-slip faults of lithospheric dimensions. Major occurrences
of the high-pressure/ultra high-pressure (HP–UHP) rocks follow the ENE and NNE oriented sutures and boundaries
of the mantle–lithosphere domains. The collisional mantle boundaries, blurred by tectonometamorphic processes in
easily deformed overlying crust, probably served as major exhumation channels of the HP–UHP rocks.
Unlike the widely distributed HP–UHP rocks exhumed during the Variscan orogeny, the Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic
volcanic products within the BM follow only the broader rim of the ST mantle lithosphere along the Ohře (Eger) rift
and along the Labe-Odra fault system. We suggest that the 3D geometry of boundaries of the mantle domains might
be decisive whether a boundary could be rejuvenated by younger tectonic processes or not. While the TB/MD and
MD/BV mantle boundaries are inclined and well ‘welded’ during the Variscan orogeny, the ST/TB mantle boundary
is steep and obviously easier to be ‘reopened’ by later stresses. It is possible that such model may have worked in the
northern BM, localizing the so-called ‘intraplate’ Cenozoic volcanism mainly along the southern rim of the ST mantle
lithosphere (top part of Fig. 1).
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